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Abstract

To encourage AI agents to conduct meaningful Visual Dialogue (VD), the use of
Reinforcement Learning has been proven potential. In Reinforcement Learning, it is
crucial to represent states and assign rewards based on the action-caused transitions of
states. However, the state representation in previous Visual Dialogue works uses the
textual information only and its transitions are implicit. In this paper, we propose Explicit
Concerning States (ECS) to represent what visual contents are concerned at each round
and what have been concerned throughout the Visual Dialogue. ECS is modeled from
multimodal information and is represented explicitly. Based on ECS, we formulate two
intuitive and interpretable rewards to encourage the Visual Dialogue agents to converse
on diverse and informative visual information. Experimental results on the VisDial v1.0
dataset show our method enables the Visual Dialogue agents to generate more visual
coherent, less repetitive and more visual informative dialogues compared with previous
methods, according to multiple automatic metrics, human study and qualitative analysis.1

1 Introduction
Visual Dialogue (VD) aims to create intelligent conversational systems that understand vi-
sion and language. It is one of the ultimate goals in Artificial Intelligence (AI) [27]. Al-
though important, it is still challenging to generate coherent, visual-related and informative
utterances based on the complete understanding of vision and dialog history.

To approach the target, Das et al. [8] propose a Q-Bot-A-Bot image-guessing game,
where Q-Bot (who cannot see the image) raises question at each round and A-Bot (who can
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1The code is available at https://github.com/zipengxuc/ecs-visdial-rl.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Explicit Concerning State (ECS) in the Visual Dialogue process.

see the image) answers, and introduce the use of Reinforcement Learning (RL) to optimize
the two Visual Dialogue agents goal-orientedly. In RL, a suitable state representation is
regarded as a fundamental part in the learning process [12] and has long been studied in
textual dialogue tasks [11, 17, 25, 28, 31]. Similarly in Visual Dialogue, it is vital that the
state representation can be able to help distinguish whether the currently generated utterances
bring about new useful visual information. Consequently, the reward, which is formulated
from the transitions of states, can constantly encourage the agents to converse on new visual
informative utterances and achieve success in image-guessing.

However, previous works [3, 8, 24] represent the state in Visual Dialogue in an insuffi-
cient and implicit way, resulting in ineffective rewards. As they derive the state representa-
tion in Visual Dialogue from the hidden state of the RNN-encoded textual dialogue history,
there are several disadvantages: 1) it is insufficient to represent the Visual Dialogue state
using textual information merely; 2) the transitions of states are implicit for it can only be
measured between successive hidden states; 3) as dialogue history is comparatively long,
the change of hidden state before and after the encoding of new question-answer pair can
be subtle. Since the rewards judge whether the new utterances are informative based on
the distances between the state representation and target image at successive rounds, thus
its effects diminish as dialogue progresses. Experimental results show that the agents al-
ways repeat themselves, and the image-guessing performance stops increasing at an early
stage, indicating the rewards are unable to constantly encourage agents to generate new vi-
sual informative utterances. Vishvak et al. [24] try to fix dialogue repetition by penalizing
the similarity of dialogue hidden states between successive rounds. Yet, this method cannot
technically avoid repetition between every alternate dialogue round (at t and t+2). Besides,
the auxiliary objective built from single modality is inadequate for the multi-modal task.

To remedy the problems, in this paper, we propose Explicit Concerning States (ECS) to
represent the state in Visual Dialogue efficiently and explicitly. ECS is a 2-tuple: <Immediate
Visual Concerns (I-VC), Accumulated Visual Concerns (A-VC)>. As in Fig. 1, I-VC models
the visual contents that Q-Bot concerns immediately, A-VC models the visual contents that
Q-Bot has concerned throughout the dialogue. I-VC is formalized as the question-history
guided visual attention distribution on target image. A-VC is the accumulated binary states,
representing whether the corresponding contents have been covered or not. Contrary to
previous methods, the advantages of ECS are as follows: 1) ECS is efficiently established
based on both visual and textual information; 2) the changing Visual Dialogue states are
explicitly related to the visual contents in image; 3) whether Q-Bot refers new visual contents
related to the target image can be clearly measured by A-VC.

Based on ECS, we further propose two intuitive and interpretable rewards to encourage
the agents to constantly generate new, visual related and informative utterances. Diversity
Reward encourages the diversity of I-VC at successive rounds so as to encourage Q-Bot
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to ask different visual information. Informativity Reward encourages the growth of A-VC
so as to encourage Q-Bot to constantly ask new visual information as dialogue progresses.
Meanwhile, A-Bot is also improved as correct and detailed response to current question will
guide Q-Bot to transfer its attention to new visual contents.

We evaluate our approach on the large-scale VisDial v1.0 dataset [6]. Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our approach compared with previous
methods, according to multiple automatic metrics, human study and qualitative analysis. To
conclude, our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose Explicit Concerning States (ECS) to explicitly model what is currently
concerned and what has been concerned in the Visual Dialogue process.

• We propose two intuitive and interpretable rewards based on Explicit Concerning
States (ECS) to award the agents for they generate diverse and new visual informa-
tive utterances in Reinforcement Learning.

• We conduct experiments on the large-scale VisDial v1.0 dataset and achieve not only
improved image-guessing performance, but also less repetitive and more diverse Q-
Bot, descriptive and detailed A-Bot. Human study shows our agents generate more co-
herent, visual-related and informative dialogues that achieve superior image retrieval
results as good as human dialogues.

2 Background
To improve Visual Dialog agents with Reinforcement Learning, previous works introduce a
Q-Bot-A-Bot image-guessing game setting. Given an undisclosed image I, Q-Bot, who only
knows the image caption c at first, has to raise a series of questions about the undisclosed
image and make guesses. A-Bot, who can see the image, gives its answer accordingly.

Q-Bot consists of a encoder to encode the textual dialogue history Ht = {c,(q1,a1), . . . ,
(qt�1,at�1)}, a decoder to generate question qt and a feature regression network to make
image prediction ŷt. A-Bot consists of a multi-modal encoder, which encodes the image,
dialogue history and question, and a decoder, to generate answer at .

Under the setting, RL is used to jointly optimize Q-Bot and A-Bot by assigning re-
wards based on the action-caused transitions of state. At round t, given dialogue history
Ht = {c,(q1,a1), . . . ,(qt�1,at�1)}, Q-Bot generates qt and A-Bot generates at . In previ-
ous methods [3, 8, 24], w.r.t St = {I,Ht} and action At (i.e., selecting the words from the
vocabulary V to generate qt and at ), the reward is formulated as:

r(St ,At) = ||ygt � ŷt�1||22 � ||ygt � ŷt||22, (1)

where ygt is the image feature of target I and ŷt is the predicted image feature, which is de-
rived from Q-Bot by passing the hidden state of the RNN-encoded textual dialogue through
the feature regression network, i.e., a fully-connected layer. REINFORCE algorithm [26] is
used to update agents’ parameters with the designed reward.

3 Explicit Concerning States in VD
Explicit Concerning States (ECS) is a 2-tuple: <Immediate Visual Concerns (I-VC), Accu-
mulated Visual Concerns (A-VC)>. As in Fig. 2, I-VC models what visual contents that
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed ECS and ECS-based reward formulations.

Q-Bot concerns immediately, and A-VC models what visual contents that Q-Bot has con-
cerned throughout the dialogue. As Q-Bot and A-Bot are jointly optimized in a cooperative
setting, ECS is modeled from A-Bot’s view, concretely based on some existed computation
in an attention-based A-Bot.

Firstly, we propose I-VC to model the immediately concerned visual contents. Consider-
ing the co-reference phenomenon, we formalize I-VC based on the question-history-guided
attention on image in an attention-based A-Bot. As the common visual attention mecha-
nisms in A-Bot, at round t, current question correlated visual attention is guided by current
question qt and history Ht . Accordingly, I-VC at round t is formulated as:

i-vct = attt = PA�Bot(o|I,Ht ,qt), (2)

where o is the set of all objects or spatial grids in I and i-vc j
t is the attention weight for o j 2 o.

Further, we propose A-VC to model the accumulated concerned visual contents, i.e., the
visual contents that have been concerned by Q-Bot throughout the dialogue. A-VC is formu-
lated as the accumulated binary states correspond with {o j}N

j=1, where N is the number of all
object proposals or spatial grids. At t-th round, a-vc j

t = 0 means the o j has not been referred
in the past t-round dialogue while a-vc j

t = 1 otherwise. In concrete, A-VC is initialized with
0 2 RN , then is updated by two steps as dialogue progresses:

Step 1, compute the polarized I-VC by projecting the attention weights in I-VC into
binary states by the following operations:

norm(i-vct) =
i-vct �min(i-vct)

max(i-vct)�min(i-vct)
, (3)

polarize(i-vc j
t ) =

(
1, i f norm(i-vc j

t )> g,
0, else.

(4)

Accordingly, i-vc j
t 2 (0,1) is projected into a binary value in {0, 1} with a threshold g . This

is conducted to have a definite identification of each visual content o j 2 o is immediately
concerned by Q-Bot or not: the polarize(i-vc j

t ) = 1 means Q-Bot’s immediately concerned
visual contents include o j while polarize(i-vc j

t ) = 0 otherwise.
Step 2, update A-VC with the polarized I-VC by the logic OR operation:

a-vct = OR(a-vct�1, polarize(i-vct)) (5)
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At each round, A-VC is dynamically updated. Only when current question concerns new
visual contents (e.g., o j, whose a-vc j

t�1 is 0 and polarize(i-vc j
t ) is 1), will it lead to the

growth of a-vct, because a-vc j
t will turn from 0 to 1. Accordingly, whether Q-Bot refers to

new visual contents in the image is clearly measured by comparing A-VC at different rounds.
With I-VC and A-VC, ECS efficiently and explicitly represents the state in Visual Di-

alogue. Using both visual and textual information enables more accurate modeling results
as compared with previous single modal methods. I-VC and A-VC thus provide reliable
references for reward formulations.

4 ECS-based RL framework
4.1 Learning Environment
Learning Environment includes the supervisedly pretrained Q-Bot and A-Bot. We use the
same Q-Bot as in previous work [8]. To establish ECS, we need an attention-based A-
Bot. Among many potential models, we choose to use a classic attention-based A-Bot with
History-Conditioned Image Attentive Encoder (HCIAE) [16] to verify the effectiveness of
our method. For image feature, we use the static features provided by bottom-up attention
[5], which is trained based on the framework of Faster-RCNN [20] and the annotated data
in Visual Genome [13]. The method adaptively extracts K (ranging from 10 to 100) object
proposals for each image. Accordingly, I is represented by {i1, i2, . . . , iK}.

4.2 Reward Formulations
Based on ECS, we formulate two intuitive and interpretable rewards, which are Diversity Re-
ward (DR) and Informativity Reward (IR), to award agents with reliable reasons at different
Visual Dialogue states. Fig. 2 illustrates the two rewards in the Visual Dialogue process.
Diversity Reward (DR): DR is to award the agents for Q-Bot holds different visual con-
cerns at successive rounds. As I-VC represents what visual contents that Q-Bot concerns
immediately, DR is formalized as the KL-divergence between successive I-VCs:

rD(St ,At) = DKL(i-vct||i-vct�1). (6)

On the one hand, DR encourages Q-Bot to successively ask diverse visual contents. On the
other hand, it encourages A-Bot to give correct and detailed answers, as they will enable
Q-Bot to transfer its attention to new visual contents.
Informativity Reward (IR): IR is to award the agents for Q-Bot constantly concerns new
visual contents in the undisclosed image as dialogue progresses. As A-VC represents what
visual contents have been covered by Q-Bot throughout the dialogue, IR corresponds with
constant growth of A-VC. Concretely, IR is formalized as:

rI(St ,At) =

8
><

>:

1, i f
N

Â
j=1

a-vc j
t �a-vc j

t�1 > 0,

0, else.

(7)

Only when Q-Bot asks about new visual contents in current round will the agents be awarded.
To conclude, DR encourages Q-Bot to question about different visual contents at succes-

sive rounds: ‘A’ now, ‘B’ next. However, DR can not avoid the repetition at alternate rounds
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as it will indiscriminately award ‘A’-‘B’-‘A’-‘B’ and ‘A’-‘B’-‘C’-‘D’. To make up for this,
IR is designed to only award the agents for Q-Bot questions new. Jointly using DR and IR
enables 1) a Q-Bot that will not repeat itself and will keep exploring the unknown areas, and
2) an A-Bot that tends to give detailed responses so as to guide Q-Bot to transfer its attention
to new contents, and consequently the visual informative dialogues.

4.3 Training in RL
Together with the Diversity Reward, the Informativity Reward and the original reward (an-
notated as rO) as described in Eq. 1, the final reward is assigned as:

rt = aOrO
t +aDrD

t +aIrI
t , (8)

where aO, aD and aI are coefficients for each reward, respectively. With the final reward rt ,
we use the same REINFORCE algorithm as previous methods to update policy parameters.
More details about the algorithm are given in Appendix A.

5 Experiments
We conduct experiments on the large-scale VisDial v1.0 dataset. The train split consists of
123k dialogues on MS-COCO [15] images and the validation split consists of 2k dialogues
on Flickr images. All dialogues last for 10 rounds for each image.

We compare our ECS-based rewards enhanced agents with previous state-of-the art meth-
ods. The comparing methods are: 1) ‘SL’: the supervisedly pretrained basic Q-Bot and A-
Bot; 2)‘RL’: basic Q-Bot and A-Bot fine-tuned by RL using the original reward [8]; 3)‘RL -
diverse’ [24]: diverse Q-Bot (optimized with an additional objective) and A-Bot fine-tuned
by RL using the original reward. Our full method is represented as ‘RL-Ours’, i.e., basic
Q-Bot and A-Bot fine-tuned by RL using the ECS-based rewards in addition. To make a
fair comparison, all methods are implemented based on the same learning environment (as
introduced in Sec. 4.1). Training details are given in Appendix B.

5.1 Results
Q-Bot Performance. We evaluate Q-Bot performance with the following metrics: 1) Unique
Question: the number of unique questions per dialogue instance; 2) Mutual Overlap [10]: the
average value of BLEU-4 overlap of each question in the generated 10-round dialogue with
the other 9 questions; 3) Dist-n and Ent-n [14, 33]: the number and entropy of unique n-
grams in the generated questions, normalized by the number of total tokens. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), jointly using the ECS-based rewards significantly improves Q-Bot performance as
compared to previous methods. Our method, i.e., ‘RL-Ours’, generates 8.39 unique question
in the 10-round dialogue in average, indicating the agent’s superior ability to conduct less
repetitive dialog. Besides, the results on Mutual Overlap, Dist-n and Ent-n show our method
helps generate question with higher language diversity.
A-Bot Performance. We evaluate A-Bot’s answers to human questions in VisDial v1.0
dataset with the retrieval metrics introduced in [7]. Fig. 3(b) gives the comparing results
of A-Bot performance. According to the automatic evaluation metrics, the improvements
brought by our method is not significant. However, our goal is to motivate the answer-
ing agents to generate more descriptive, detailed and visual informative responses which
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Unique question " Mutual overlap # Dist-1 " Dist-2 " Ent-1 " Ent-2 "
SL 5.82 0.67 0.30 0.37 2.55 2.82
RL 6.15 0.61 0.33 0.40 2.61 2.86
RL-Diverse 7.15 0.54 0.35 0.45 2.73 3.06
RL-Ours 8.39 0.43 0.40 0.54 2.89 3.36

Table 2: Q-Bot performance on VisDial v1.0 val.

MRR " R@1 " R@5 " Mean # NDCG "
SL 48.70 39.38 57.77 18.82 55.76
RL 49.17 39.40 59.07 17.60 57.81
RL-Diverse 49.34 39.57 59.09 17.55 57.79
RL-Ours 49.41 39.69 58.99 17.59 57.75

Table 3: A-Bot performance on VisDial v1.0 val.

less repetitive dialog. Besides, the results on Mutual Overlap, Dist-n and Ent-n show our method252

helps generate question with higher language diversity.253

A-Bot Performance We evaluate A-Bot’s performance on VisDial v1.0 in the retrieval setting as254

in Das et al. (2017b), which is to retrieve human answer based on the human generated question and255

dialog. The metrics for retrieval performance evaluation are: 1) MRR: mean reciprocal rank of the256

human response in the returned ranked list; 2) R@k: the existence of the human response in the top-k257

responses; 3) Mean: mean rank of human response; 4) NDCG: normalized discounted cumulative258

gain, which penalizes the lower rank of answers with high relevance.259

Table 3 gives the comparing results of A-Bot’s performance. According to the automatic evaluation260

metrics, the improvements brought by our method is not significant. However, our goal is to motivate261

the answering agents to generate more descriptive, detailed, visual informative responses which the262

retrieval-based metrics may not be good at measuring. In the following sections and supplemental263

materials, we further present the distinct characteristics of our A-Bot, which indicate our A-Bot264

achieves positive results that meet our expectations.265

5.4 Qualitative Results266

We visualize ECS <I-VC, A-VC> in a dialogue process as shown in Figure 4. As dialogue progresses,267

Q-Bot step-wisely concerns about different visual contents related to image, raises corresponding268

visual-coherent questions and gradually collects detailed information of the undisclosed image.269

Besides, the detailed answers given by A-Bot also helps promote the dialogue process. Noticeably,270

when A-Bot refers “court”, Q-Bot raises the subsequent question about the court: “What color is the271

court?”. Correspondingly, the immediate concerned contents are explicitly captured by I-VC and the272

accumulated concerned contents are explicitly captured by A-VC. As highlighted in red, the textual273

contents in dialogue align well with the states on image. During the process, I-VC varies and A-VC274

grows at each round. The phenomena are consistent with our design intuitions.275

In Figure 5, we illustrate the generated dialogue examples from comparing models. Dialogue276

generated by ‘RL’ is not very related to the main contents of the image. ‘RL-Diverse’‘s is of more277

diversity but always repeats at alternate turns. Besides, the description on visual contents of both278

models are coarse. Contrarily, our method generates dialogues that are less repetitive, more visual-279

coherent and more informative. As shown, dialogue generated by our methods gradually covers280

different contents in the image, which matches the goal of enlarging A-VC well. Besides, our dialogue281

agents are able to generate informative utterances with detailed visual descriptions. We are the only282

one to describe the “skiers", “wearing helmets" and the “wearing goggles", which are all important283

details of the target image. Also, our A-Bot provides more descriptive and informative answers. For284

example, when answering “what color are the shoes”, our agent gives additional explanations as285

“can’t tell , they are covered in snow gear”. Answers like this are more human-like and is helpful to286

keep dialog-participant interested in. We give more comparing qualitative results in the supplemental287

materials.288
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(b) A-Bot performance

PMR (%)

Round

PMR (%) "
SL 95.75
RL 96.17
RL-Diverse 96.48
RL-Ours 96.62

(c) Image-guessing performance

Figure 3: Quantitative results on VisDial v1.0 val.

R@1 " R@5 "
RL 42.00 79.00
RL-Diverse 40.00 79.33
RL-Ours 49.67 91.67
Human 63.33 91.00

Table 3: Results on Image-Guessing in Human Study.

(a) Coherence (b) Relavance (c) Informativity (d) Detail

Figure 7: Results on Dialogue Quality in Human Study.

5.6 Human Study306

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we conduct two human evaluation tasks: dialogue-307

based image-guessing task and dialogue quality evaluation task. Six postgraduate students participate308

in and each evaluates 50 samples for each method variant.309

Dialogue-based Image-Guessing This task is to retrieve the target image based on the given310

dialogue. Following previous work Vishvak Murahari (2019), evaluators are asked to pick top-1311

and top-5 likely images from a 16-candidate-image pool and Recall@1 and Recall@5 are derived312

accordingly. We use the same 16-candidate-image pool which consists of the target image, 5313

nearest neighbors, and 10 random images from the VisDial v1.0 test-std split. The image-guessing314

performances present whether the generated dialogues are human-understandable, and include enough315

information that helps to figure out the likely images. As shown in Table 5, our method achieves316

best performances on Recall@1 and Recall@5 as compared to previous methods while we even317

outperform human on Recall@5. The superior result on Recall@5 indicates that dialogues generated318

by our methods can cover mostly related visual contents in the target image. Though our Recall@1 is319

inferior than human dialogues, it promotes AI performance.320

Dialogue Quality Evaluation This task is to rate the dialogue quality from 1 to 5 on four criteria:321

coherence, relevance, informativity and detail. Coherence considers whether the dialogue contexts322

are natural, coherent, less repetitive and consistent. Relevance assesses the degree that dialogues are323

relevant to the target image and given caption. Informativity defines how well the dialogues provide324

adequate information about the target image. Detail presents the extent that dialogues include detailed325

visual information. Figure 7 shows the evaluation results, including means and variances. As can326

be seen, our method achieves best scores on all criteria as compared to previous methods. Besides,327

progresses still should be made to reach the human level.328

6 Related Work329

Our work is related to many Visual Dialogue tasks and also related to Dialogue State Tracking.330

RL for open-domain VD. We are mostly related to previous works that improve open-domain VD331

using RL. Das et al. Das et al. (2017b) implicitly represent the VD state as the textual dialogue332

encoding, which can be insufficient for the multimodal task. To encourage diverse questions, Murahari333

et al. Vishvak Murahari (2019) propose to penalize the similarity between successive textual dialogue334

encodings, but the difference of textual dialogue encodings cannot promise a visual informative335

dialogue. Contrarily, we represent the VD state in an explicit and multimodal way, enabling more336

reasonable and interpretable reward formulations to encourage visual informative dialogues.337
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(a) Image-Guessing (b) Coherence (c) Relevance (d) Informativity (e) Detail

Figure 4: Results on human study.

the retrieval-based metrics may not be good at measuring. In the following sections and
Appendix C, we further present the distinct characteristics of our A-Bot, which achieves
positive results that meet our expectations.
Image-Guessing Performance. Following previous methods, we illustrate the image-guessing
performance of each model in Fig. 3(c). Concretely, Q-Bot and A-Bot generate 10-round
dialogues via self-talk and each Q-Bot makes the image feature predictions based on the
generated dialogues. Then the candidate images in val-set are ranked and PMR (Percentile
Mean Rank) is derived accordingly. It is worth mentioning that evaluation standards vary
because different prediction models are used. High PMR at this point does not guarantee the
high quality of the generated dialog, but its trends indicate whether the rewards in each RL
method constantly take effects as dialogue proceeds.

According to the PMR trends across dialogue rounds in the left part of Fig. 3(c): in ‘SL’,
PMR stops increasing at an early stage. By contrast, Reinforcement Learning takes effects
to incentive the growth. Compared to ‘RL’, our method presents better performance as the
growth on PMR are more significant and persistent, indicating the generated dialogues can
constantly provide more effective information for guessing the target image. Compared to
previous state-of-the-art method ‘RL-Diverse’, which uses extra optimizing objective during
the supervise learning stage, our method still achieves better performance.
Human Study. Two human evaluation tasks are conducted: dialogue-based image-guessing
task and dialogue quality evaluation task. Six postgraduate students participate in and each
evaluates 50 samples for each method variant.

Dialogue-based Image-Guessing task is to retrieve the target image based on the given
dialogue. Following previous work [24], evaluators are asked to pick top-1 and top-5 likely
images from a 16-candidate-image pool and R@1 and R@5 are derived accordingly. We
use the same 16-candidate-image pool which consists of the target image, 5 nearest neigh-
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Image + Caption RL RL - Diverse RL - Ours

Is the photo in color ?yes
is it a professional photo ?yes
is it well lit ?yes
is it daytime ?yes
is it sunny ?no
can you see the sky ?yes
can you see the clouds ?no
is it sunny ?no
anything else in the buildings ?no
anything else in the buildings ?no

how many people are there ?7
are they men or women ?i ca n't tell
are they wearing hats ?yes
what color are the hats ?yellow , red , black
can you see the sky ?yes
are there trees ?no
can you see buildings around ?no
can you see trees around ?no
can you see buildings around ?no
can you see trees around ?no

how many skiers are there ?6
are they wearing helmets ?yes
are they wearing goggles ?yes
do they have hats on ?yes
is there a lot of snow ?yes
do you see any trees ?no
do you see any other equipment ?no
what color are the shoes ?ca n't tell , they are covered in snow gear
is there anything else in the background ?no , just skis and ski poles
what color are the shoes ?ca n't tell , they are covered in snow gear

Caption: a group of skiers waiting for the lift.

Figure 5: Generated dialogues from comparing methods.

Q: What is the women wearing?
A: White top and white skirt.

Q: How old is the women?
A: 30 ’s maybe.

Q: What color is her hair?
A: Brown.

Q: Can you see the ball?
A: Yes.

Q: Can you see other people?
A: Yes 2 other people.

Q: Can you see other items?
A: I see part of another court, 
part of a tennis racket, part of a 
tennis court, and...

Q: What color is the shoes?
A: Red and white, blue and 
white.

Q: What color is the court?
A: Green and blue.

Polarized I-VC A-VC

State-0 Currently updated State-1 Formerly updated State-1

Figure 6: Visualization of ECS.

bors, and 10 random images from the VisDial v1.0 test-std split. The image-guessing per-
formances present whether the generated dialogues are human-understandable, and include
enough information that helps to figure out the likely images. As shown in Fig. 4(a), our
method achieves best performances on R@1 and R@5 as compared to previous methods.
We even outperform human on R@5, indicating that dialogues generated by our methods
can cover mostly related visual contents in the target image.

Dialogue Quality Evaluation task is to rate the dialogue quality from 1 to 5 on four
criteria: coherence, relevance, informativity and detail. Coherence considers whether the
dialogue contexts are natural, coherent, less repetitive and consistent. Relevance assesses the
degree that dialogues are relevant to the target image and given caption. Informativity defines
how well the dialogues provide adequate information about the target image. Detail presents
the extent that dialogues include detailed visual information. As can be seen in Fig. 4(b)-4(e),
our method achieves best scores on all criteria as compared to previous methods.
Qualitative Analysis. In Fig. 5, we illustrate the generated dialogue examples from com-
paring models. Dialogue generated by ‘RL’ is not very related to the main contents of the
image. ‘RL-Diverse’ is of more diversity but always repeats at alternate turns. Besides, the
description on visual contents of both models are coarse. Contrarily, our method generates
dialogues that are less repetitive, more visual-coherent and more informative. As shown,
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Q-Bot A-Bot Image-Guessing
Unique Question " Mutual Overlap # MRR " R@1 " PMR (%) "

RL 6.15 0.61 49.17 39.40 96.17
RL+DR 7.22 0.53 49.19 39.42 96.36
RL+IR 4.86 0.67 49.39 39.55 97.35
RL+DR+IR (RL-Ours) 8.39 0.43 49.41 39.69 96.62

Table 1: Comprehensive quantitative results on ablation study.

dialogue generated by our methods gradually covers different contents in the image, which
matches the goal of enlarging A-VC well. Besides, our dialogue agents are able to generate
informative utterances with detailed visual descriptions. We are the only one to describe
the “skiers", “wearing helmets" and “wearing goggles", which are all important details of
the image. Also, our A-Bot provides more descriptive and informative answers. For exam-
ple, when answering “what color are the shoes”, our agent gives additional explanations as
“can’t tell , they are covered in snow gear”. Answers like this are more human-like and is
helpful to keep dialog-participant interested in. More samples are given in Appendix D.

Besides, we visualize ECS <I-VC, A-VC> in a dialogue process in Fig. 6. As dialogue
progresses, Q-Bot step-wisely concerns about different visual contents related to image,
raises corresponding visual-coherent questions and gradually collects detailed information
of the undisclosed image. Besides, the detailed answers given by A-Bot also helps promote
the dialogue process. Noticeably, when A-Bot refers “court”, Q-Bot raises the subsequent
question about the court: “What color is the court?”. Correspondingly, the immediate con-
cerned contents are explicitly captured by I-VC and the accumulated concerned contents are
explicitly captured by A-VC. As highlighted in red, the textual contents in dialogue align
well with the states on image. During the process, I-VC varies and A-VC grows at each
round. The phenomena are consistent with our design intuitions.

5.2 Ablation Study
To study the effects of individual reward, i.e., DR and IR, we conduct ablation study. Tab. 1
shows the comprehensive quantitative results evaluated by automatic metric on the three
aspects (Q-Bot, A-Bot and image-guessing), for each ablative model.

Individually using DR (‘RL+DR’) brings about slightly better Q-Bot’ diversity and image-
guessing performance as compared with ‘RL’, e.g. Q-Bot’s Unique Question is improved
from 6.15 to 7.22 and PMR is from 96.17 to 96.36. And as IR encourages the informativity,
‘RL+IR’ achieves a highest PMR of 97.35, indicating the generated dialogues are more infor-
mative so as to achieve more success in guessing the target image, but the Q-Bot diversity is
poor. This happens because the optimized agents are more to achieving the image-guessing
goal and thus ignoring the dialogue quality. Specifically, Q-Bot learns to ask "what else?" at
an early stage and A-Bot tells it nearly everything about the image. Jointly using DR and IR
achieves the most human-readable results (‘RL+DR+IR’), Q-Bot’s Unique Question reaches
the highest 8.39 and PMR reaches 96.62. To conclude, DR encourages the different Q-Bot’s
visual related questions at successive rounds but cannot promise the constant informativity;
IR encourages the informativity of the whole dialogue but lacks guidance for generating di-
alogue that exchanges the information step by step; DR and IR are complementary to each
other for achieving the visual coherent, less repetitive and visual informative dialogues.

Fig. 7 shows the comparing qualitative results among ‘RL’, ‘RL+DR’ and ‘RL+DR+IR’.
As compared to ‘RL’, dialogue from ‘RL+DR’ converses on more visual related contents like
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Image + Caption RL RL + DR RL + DR + IR (RL-Ours)

is this in color ? yes
how many people do you see ? 2
are they male or female ? male
how old do they look ? 30 's
anything else in the room ? no
anything else in the room ? no
anything else in the room ? no
anything else in the room ? no
anything else in the room ? no
anything else in the room ? no 

how old are the men ?they look like they are in their 20s
are they wearing visors ?1 is wearing a visor
are they wearing visors ?1 is wearing a visor
what color is the court ?the court is green and the grass
is green
what else are in the picture ?just the tennis player
what color shirt ?orange
what else ? in the picture ?just the tennis player
what color shirt ?orange
what else ? in the picture ?just the tennis player
what color shirt ?orange

is the photo in color ? yes
is it a professional photo ? no
is it well lit ? yes
is it daytime ? yes
how old are the men ? 20 's
what race are the men ? white
what else is in the background ? tennis rackets , a
tennis court , part of a tennis ball , part of a blue sky
what color is the man 's shirt ? orange
anything else in the background ? no , just a baseball
glove , part of a tennis ball , part of a tennis player , the
what color is the surface ? green 

Caption: the scene has 2 men playing doubles tennis

Figure 7: Qualitative results on ablation study.

‘visors’, ‘court’ and ‘shirt’ but suffers from repetition at successive rounds. By adding IR,
the generated dialogue repeats less and is more informative.

6 Related Work

Our work is mostly related to previous works that improve open-domain VD using RL.
Previous works [3, 8, 24] implicitly represent the VD state as the textual dialogue encoding,
which can be insufficient for the multimodal task. To encourage diverse questions, Vishvak
et al. [24] propose to penalize the similarity between successive textual dialogue encodings,
but the difference of textual dialogue encodings cannot promise visual informative dialogues.
Contrarily, we represent the VD state in an explicit and multimodal way, enabling more
reasonable and interpretable reward formulations to encourage visual informative dialogues.

Works [1, 2, 23, 30, 34] that studies using RL to improve goal-oriented VD in the Guess-
what?! task setting [9] are also related. Their goal is to retrieve a predefined object in the
image and the answer can only be “yes/no/not available". Designing intermediate rewards
to encourage the goal-oriented visual question generation has been explored by [22, 32], but
the rewards are assigned based on external information, which needs additional annotated
information and is limited to the task setting. By contrast, our reward formulations are based
on internal dialogue state and are applicable in improving open-domain VD.

Many works [6, 16, 18, 19, 21, 29] focus on training a VD answering agent by Supervised
Learning (SL). Despite high performance has been achieved according to automatic evalu-
ation metrics, the predicted answers tend to be generic [4]. With the intuitive ECS-based
rewards, our method facilitates an intrinsically motivated A-Bot that can generate descrip-
tive and informative answers, and can be used to fine-tune the attention-based SL methods.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Explicit Concerning States (ECS) to represent the state in Visual
Dialogue efficiently and explicitly, and to provide references for rewards in Reinforcement
Learning. Based on ECS, we formulate Diversity Reward (DR) and Informativity Reward
(IR), to award agents under different Visual Dialogue states. Boosted by the methods, our
agents generate less repetitive, more visual-coherent and informative dialogues compared
with previous methods according to multiple criteria.
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